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A surprise arrived last month with an invitation to attend an event near 
Houston from the breeder of my mare, Believe WS.  Jan Marquardt of 
Walkabout Station in Willis TX was offering three VIP tickets for an event 
on November 17th…ringside seats at the Charlotte Dujardin Masterclass: 
Dressage Through the Levels.  Watching Charlotte, two-time gold medalist, 
explain her approach to training horses from the beginning through Grand 
Prix—how could we refuse?

The event was held at Haras Dos Cavaleiros facility, a premier Lusitano 
breeding farm and horse show venue. The gorgeous grounds and facility 
includes the training barn complete with 44 stalls. There are three arenas, 
two covered and one outdoor. The main arena is 50 meters by 80 meters 
where the event was staged. 

In our party was Jennifer Weber, and Alice Hoffner, and me.  The seats were 
tables at ringside around the entire arena and ours was conveniently located 
near E.  The seats were packed and lines were long to get an autograph from 
Charlotte prior to the program beginning.  They unfortunately cut off the 
line before I could get my Charlotte selfie.

The first mare up was Savannah WFS, a 5-year-old that I am quite familiar 
with since she was a filly we considered when we were looking for mine. 
 She has been campaigned extensively since her 3-year-old year and 
handled the crowd extremely well for a young horse.  She has a lovely airy 
way of moving and three extremely nice gaits.  Charlotte's main focus on  
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GVDS Show Schedule 
2018 

Put these dates on your calendar for 
next year: 

• April 28th & 29th Schooling 
Show 

• June 9th & 10th Schooling Show 

• Aug. 24th & 25th Recognized 
show (2018 Region 5 Qualifier) 

• Aug. 26th Schooling Show  

• Oct. 6th & 7th Schooling Show  

GVDS Club Activities 
• GVDS member meetings are the 

THIRD MONDAY every month 
beginning in February 2018.  No 
general meetings November, 
December, or January. 

 GVDS NEWSLETTER 
  Judi DeVore, Editor    Send GVDS news to jdevore2000@yahoo.com

Christmas Came Early 
 by Judi DeVore

Jennifer Weber, Alice Hoffner and Judi DeVore on their way to the 
Charlotte Dujardin clinic
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      A Word from Our Sponsors

****Platinum Level**** 

Mike’s Auto 
http://mikesautogj.hasyourcar.com 

—————————- 
Dr. Susan Schneider 
drsgschneider@msn.com 

———————————— 
Marilyn DeJarnatt-Peebles and Dr.Randy Peebles 

***Gold Level*** 

Andrea Lewis 
—————————- 

Jennifer Hibpshman 
http://www.royyates.com 

———————————— 
Stirrup Cup Farms 

http://www.stirrupcupfarm.com 
—————————- 

Adrian and Lorna Burgess 

***Silver Level*** 

Horse in Sport 
http://thehorseinsport.com 

———————————— 
Stella Ledbetter 

***Bronze Level*** 

Versatile Equine LLC 
http://www.versatileequine.com 

The holidays are not only for 
celebration but also a great time to 
give you and your horse a break from 
training. Breaks can be a good time to 
do other things and help your love for 
horses to rekindle. 

I asked one of my friends, "How many 
times do you ride your horse a week?" 
She said "I try to ride my horses a few 
times a week. She explained she does 
this because she does other sports in 
the winter. If a student does 
basketball, dance, theater, ski or any 
other sport in the winter, it takes time 
away from their riding. Of course it is 
good to have a passion but, it is also 
good to have other things in our lives. 
It is good to know how to do many 
things and the other sports help keep 
us strong mentally and physically for 
riding. 

With this time change, it's hard on all 
of us to ride every day. But we can use 
it to our advantage and not feel guilty 
about doing other things. If you think 
about it, our horses might like a break 
too! 

It is important to realize that both the 
rider and the horse need a break. All 
we do in another sport or activity will 
help us when we start back up training 
our horses. 

 So go ahead and take a break!

JR/YR Corner 

MacKensey Quigley on Skipper 

http://mikesautogj.hasyourcar.com
mailto:drsgschneider@msn.com
http://www.royyates.com
http://www.stirrupcupfarm.com
http://thehorseinsport.com
http://www.versatileequine.com
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Grand Valley Dressage Society
 Sponsorship Form 

WHAT EACH LEVEL OF SPONSORSHIP  CAN OFFER  

Platinum ($250 and up)
• 12 classified ads/year in the Grand Valley Dressage newsletter
• Name and website listed on Grand Valley Dressage Society website home page and newsletter
• Four-20 second advertising spots at each horse show to be announced throughout the show

Gold $100-$249)
• 6 classified ads per year in the Grand Valley Dressage newsletter
• Name and website listed on the Grand Valley Dressage Society website sponsor page and newsletter
• Two-20 second advertising spots at each horse show

Silver ($50-$99)
• 3 classified ads per year in the Grand Valley Dressage newsletter
• Name and website listed on the Grand Valley Dressage Society sponsor page and newsletter

Bronze ($25-$49)
•  1 classified ad per year in the Grand Valley Dressage newsletter
• Name and website listed on the Grand Valley Dressage Society website sponsors page and newsletter 

and at the show

Pewter ($10-$24) 
• Name will be listed on the Grand Valley Dressage website sponsors page and newsletter

Business or Sponsor Name_________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address__________________________________________________________________________
City________________________________State________ZIP__________Phone_____________________
Email address_____________________________Website URL___________________________________

 Make your check payable to GVDS and mail with completed form to: 
Grand Valley Dressage Society

2242 Signal Rock Ct.
Grand Junction, CO 81505

Text for classified advertisement and/0r script for 20-second show ad:

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
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Con’t from page 1 
this horse and rider pair was the outside rein contact not being 
consistent, and the rider was cocking his wrists instead of having a 
consistent thumb on top.  Charlotte teased each of the riders pretty 
heavily and to get her point across with this rider, John Mason, she 
told him he had been “carrying too many women’s purses”.   

The other focus for this mare, which became an ongoing theme for 
the other horses, was riding with too much control and not enough 
forward energy.  She made John ride forward—“go Yahoo!”  With 
this she meant that she wanted a hand gallop and not a controlled 
gradual gain of speed.  If the horse did not respond to the first forward 
cue, she wanted some real and instant effort.  It was a little 
disconcerting when the mare finally did gallop not knowing if she 
was going to round the end of the arena or end up in the spectator's 
tables. Exciting to say the least! The audience did a big applause as 
she gained speed and then came back into the bridle, because 
fortunately she did have the required brakes to keep her from crashing 
into the crowd.

During this ride Charlotte commented on what she looks for in a 
dressage prospect— a good walk and natural, easy-moving canter
—“the trot can be developed.”  A horse with good jump and clear 
rhythm and swing and stretch behind the saddle is what she is looking 
for.   When working young horses she said, 1/2 hour is plenty for a 5 
yr old and she uses her voice a lot, translating groundwork to the 
saddle.

The work routine at their barn is hacking first to warm up, then 30-45 
minutes of schooling depending on the age of the horse (20 minutes 

for youngsters is often long enough).  They train their horses 6 days a week and with one day off.  

  

Many of the comments for this first pair were echoed on subsequent rides through the clinic:
“Start and end all work with stretching”  With young horses you may need to start at the beginning to connect if they are 
fresh.  Your best stretch will be at the end of the session.  At home, their horses are generally hacked down the road before the 
work begins to get them mentally and physically loose and prepared for the work.  “Hacking helps the horses stay self-
motivated”.  She does very little sitting trot on the young horses.

“Tricks follow good basics” This pearl was apparent as the horses moved up the levels in the demonstrations.  Many did not 
have good clear transitions.  “If you neglect transitions it will become a problem”. Charlotte told them to ask yourself  with 
every transition you ride—”is it good enough?”  More than once we heard her remark,“UGG! That’s disgusting! Do it again.” 
 If the transition was not clear and forward thinking she made the riders do it again and again until it was right. The horse must 
step forward in the first stride on the upward and downward transitions.  If horse stiffens into walk, don’t sit the transition, slow 
the post into it.

“Slower, softer, straighter”
When pushing the horse into contact, push the rein away slightly to test to see if they will soften. Can the horse carry herself 
when hands go forward?
Maintain straightness even on the circle-referring to shoulder control
Forward does not mean rushing but rather a forward thinking attitude

“Pat the horse and slap the rider”
She talked at length about our responsibilities as rider to maintain our fitness to stay even as a rider—particularly core fitness. 
She spends a fair amount of time in the gym in addition to riding multiple horses in a day.  She remarked that our horses get 
pampered and we need to also maintain ourselves with physical therapy, massage and activities to make us straight and correct 
as riders and not neglect this aspect if we want our horses to be straight and correct.  She used this quip, “Pat the horse slap the 
rider.” several times during the event when she asked the rider to do a movement but did not get the rider response she 
requested.  

“Be brave go forward”
“Did he go? Go-go-GO! GO YAHOO!  Don’t have one hand on the brake and the other on the accelerator-get a reaction!”  For 
this she meant she didn’t care if the horse lifted his head and didn’t look “dressagey”—she just wants a response. She wasn’t 
satisfied until she saw each rider she asked to do this at a forward hand gallop when they asked for GO.  A tame extended 
canter was not what she was looking for. She wanted REACTION!

            Con’t page 6 

Savannah SWF and John Mason await their ride
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    Regularly Scheduled Local Clinics

Deb Hindi-Grand Junction area: Monthly.  No clinic in December.  Fagan Farms LLC  Contact:  
tfagandressage@wyoming.com 

Deb Hindi-Norwood area-Monthly. Contact:  Lorna Burgess  lornarburgess@gmail.com 

Clayton Martin-Montrose area-Monthly.   No clinic in December.  Contact:  
lchadwickwirth@icloud.com 

Anita Williams-Grand Junction: Monthly.  Next on February 9-10th. Mark Shultz Arena. Contact: 
Caroline Coles carolinecoles83@gmail.com 

Debbie Riehl-Rodriguez-Grand Junction.  January 20-21st.   Rancho Del Soule. Contact: 
Stephanie Soule stephaniesoule@msn.com.  Auditing is free, but donations accepted. 

Wanted:  Rider 5’3”. Lightweight. Good hands.  
Must have show experience. Willing to trade 
current rider. Video available on request.

Have an item to sell?  If you are a member, you can advertise here for $5 per ad per issue.  
Send check and your ad to:

Grand Valley Dressage Society
2242 Signal Rock Ct

Grand Junction, CO 81505

Classified Ads 

 Got news?   
Our newsletter’s purpose is to know what is going 

on around the GVDS region related to dressage and 
what our membership is doing and learning.  Articles 
and photos of your horse are welcomed.  Got a new 
horse?  Learned something fun at a recent clinic?  

Let the members know about your experience. 
Send news and photos to 

jdevore2000@yahoo.com

mailto:tfagandressage@wyoming.com
mailto:lornarburgess@gmail.com
mailto:lchadwickwirth@icloud.com
mailto:carolinecoles83@gmail.com
mailto:stephaniesould@msn.com
mailto:jdevore2000@yahoo.com
mailto:tfagandressage@wyoming.com
mailto:lornarburgess@gmail.com
mailto:lchadwickwirth@icloud.com
mailto:carolinecoles83@gmail.com
mailto:stephaniesould@msn.com
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Con’t from page 4 
Second level was demonstrated by Tiago Ernesto on Hobbit, a 5 year old Lusitano stallion.
She had this pair test off the wall for straightness in the shoulder-in.  “Do less and if no response, get after them”.  Even in a 
lateral movements if there was no reaction she would request the same “Yahoo” moment mentioned earlier to get the horse 
thinking forward.  “Gallop forward if you need to get the forward point across”. She asked for forward and back with the 
shoulder-in—“he must go from the leg quickly forward”. Charlotte said she doesn’t usually carry a whip. She will grab one to  
back up the leg occasionally, but she 
doesn’t like to carry one because the horses 
then only work when you are carrying a 
whip. This can cause problems when you 
can’t ride with a whip in a test. 

This was where we first heard her mention 
repetition and consistency. Saying the rider 
must think forward through transitions both 
up and down.  She very pointedly stated, 
“You must expect a good transition every 
time and if you don’t get it ask again, 
otherwise you are training for bad 
transitions.”  It was interesting to see how 
many of the upper level horses were being 
allowed to do poor transitions at the end of 
a training moment.  She got all over the 
riders when they allowed this to happen—
cajoling them with “that’s disgusting” or 
“Awwwwe, that’s awful!”

She starts the introduction to flying lead 
changes between 5-6 yrs, but cautioned, “If 
not properly done it is hard to fix a late 
change”. Her favored exercise for teaching this was a small circle at the end of the 20 meter side of the arena and as the horse 
came to the wall, ask for the change,  the change coming on the serpentine half meter circle toward the opposite direction. This 
method keeps the horse short and in good collected canter. She also cautioned not to over-correct when beginning, and horse 
must stay round in the push forward into the change.

The third level pair was Ida Madison Twinwood Farm on 7 year old chestnut 
(The name of the horse was not in the program due to a late change.  The original rider’s horse had a hoof abscess. Bad luck for 
her—not getting to ride!) The focus for this pair was lateral work, which Charlotte stated she starts at 6 in the rising trot.  She 
finds most horses are curled more on the left than the right.  She began with inside leg to outside rein to turn shoulders off the 
track for shoulder fore.
For this horse she asked the rider to ride rounder at base of neck with down transitions to prevent him from becoming hollow.
He stiffened and held his head up in his downward transitions, which made him hollow, so she had Ida ride him deeper at base 
of neck.  She also had Ida ride the horse ride forward and back in travers to keep the horse from bracing during the transitions 
and keep him over the back during the transitions. Again she echoed her earlier comments.  As you move up the levels, don’t 
neglect the basic training—correct transitions, straightness, and forward thinking attitude must be primary before starting on 
‘tricks’.

In the canter work, if the horse braces during transitions forward and back, she uses shoulder-fore to prevent it.
If asking for the transitions and they want to swing in with their haunches on one side she does that side but slightly off the wall 
so you can see more clearly that they are not straight and are leaning on the wall.  Get a good bouncy canter, with good contact
—round and supple. She instructed, “hold shoulders to the wall and use the wall to bring him back.”

She also cautioned, not to get greedy. Make sure to get them stronger before you ask for a lot of the movement shoulder-in, 
travers, half pass.)  Keep horse round and loose in front of the saddle.  Keep the top line softened neck not too far up (This was 
very important for this horse especially since he was very up in the neck naturally). She also wanted Ida to make sure to give 
him at least 10 minutes stretching after working.

The Prix St George rider was Benjamin Pfabe aboard Walberto an 8 year old Hanovarian
The issues with this horse centered around contact.  She stated a horse with light contact is harder that those with more contact 
especially since the double bridle is generally being used at this level.  Charlotte pointed out she has many people asking when 
to introduce the double bridle.  She introduces it  at different times depending on the horse.  Valegro was very strong so he was 
introduced to the double at 5.  He was also a head shaker and there is a trigger point where chain sits, and this improves head 
shaking, which it did for him.  Often, especially with horses with lighter contact she will ride them in the snaffle bridle the first 
day after their day off and then go to the double bridle the next day.

Spectators get their seats at the Haras Dos Cavaleiros arena.where the event 
was staged.
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An exercise she had this horse perform was for shoulder control.  Starting at K she had the rider travers on circle with no 
change of rhythm, around to the 3/4 line past A. Then from the travers she had the rider bring the shoulder over into a shoulder-
in for a few steps to centerline then half pass from x to the wall.  She always rides the shoulders further forward in the half pass 
to make the half pass more expressive.

On the eight meter circles she had Ben turn from the outside in, to keep the shoulders up.  He was steering too much from the 
inside rein and lost the horse’s haunches to the outside.

In training for FEI tests she does lines of movements but doesn’t put it together to keep the horse from taking over in the test.

The final rider of the night was Christine Calao on Rapport a 14 year old Oldenberg doing Grand Prix.
One of her first comments after watching this pair warm up was, “Basics get left behind when working on higher level 
movements. “  (Have you gotten the message yet?). Her comment was a result of Rapport’s canter-walk transitions not moving 
forward into the transition.  “If the horse is not in front of you, all movements are difficult. Horse in must be in front and in self 
carriage”. So even the Grand Prix horse was treated to a test of giddy-up-GO!

This pair worked a long time on the zig zag.  One of the main issues was the count.  Charlotte’s method is to say to herself,1,2 
over, straight, change; over, 2, 3, 4, straight, change; Go, 2, 3, 4, straight, chnage, change. She wanted the rider to think about 
keeping the shoulders parallel to the long side and getting the bend in the half pass.  When the horse and rider sort of got it and 
people clapped, Charlotte said in her usual teasing way, “Do not clap. That was disgusting. Let’s do it again.”  The main issue 
for this rider pair was not getting started well at the beginning which made it impossible to finish the zig-zag with enough 
room. Charlotte had Christine make sure she was straight on the center before she began—she had Christine feel leg-yield into 
the outside rein to confirm the bend was correct right at the start which made all the difference in getting the movement started 
correctly, and they eventually got the movement to the point that Charlotte permitted the audience to approve.

The clinic was fabulous and helped me confirm the importance to spend the time required verifying the basics are correct, 
before asking for more advanced movements.  Both Jennifer and I came home with a renewed interest in making sure we had 
three things solid before working on anything else.  A forward thinking horse—which translates to forward in upward and 
downward transitions; straightness in all movements and transitions—which translates to shoulder control; and not to accept 
“disgusting”, which means consistency in your corrections and making sure you reward the correct response by the horse and 
not just a half-hearted effort.
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What is her “day job” and her “alternate activities” when she is not at the barn?  Her day job was ranching 
but she’s retired from that occupation and now spends most of her time caring for, playing with, and riding her 
horses at the ranch. 

What horse activities was she doing before she found dressage? Alice 
raised and showed Arabians, buying her first Arabian stallion, Fersam, when 
she was 15 in California.  She brought him to Colorado when she married.  
In the 70s, she began breeding pure Polish Arabians, due to their 
athleticism.  Of the many horses they raised, one was a record setting race 
horse, another was Arabian National Top Ten cutting horse, and her own 
stallion, Magna Terra Rajah, was a USDF Top Ten dressage horse and 
Reserve National Champion Arabian at second level.  She also competed in 
eventing and competitive trail with Rajah, but enjoyed dressage the most. 

How did she get interested in dressage? When she was 12, she had a 
brief introduction to dressage taking lessons from Egon Merz, a German 
equestrian legend, who ran a school at the Rivera Country Club in 
California.  Riding his horse, Barry Boy, she competed in a dressage show 
and won 3rd place although she said at that age, she wasn’t really clear on 
what she was doing.  Later when we were showing our Arabians, she 
became disenchanted with how they were being shown and connected with 
some riders that were doing dressage.  After several clinics, she found a local trainer, Melinda Weatherford for regular 
instruction, and with Lindy’s guidance was able to take her stallion to his second level success. 

What does she like most about dressage? She loves the way horses who are properly trained move.  She gets the 
biggest thrill riding when she asks the question and gets the correct answer—all through non-verbal communication.  
She believes dressage is the way to making a happy horse who wants to work with you and makes all horses more 
enjoyable to ride. 

How long has she been a member of GVDS and what positions in the club has she held? She has been a member 
of our club for 3 years, because she enjoys the camaraderie of our members.  She has the position of oldest member 
and intends to retain this position for some time. 

What achievement with her horse is she most proud of or has found most satisfying?  Her most satisfying 
achievement is always making sure she has a horse, even when there is opposition.  Her parents told her she couldn’t 

Member Profile: Alice Hoffner 

Editor’s Note:  In each newsletter, we profile a 
member of our club to get to know each other 
better, and to discover what brings us together in 
the pursuit of our equestrian dreams.   This issue I 
am answering the questions for Alice since I know 
her pretty well. She turns 90 this month and  I 
thought it would be fun to surprise her with this.  
Happy Birthday, Mom!  You are an inspiration to 
me and many of our members!

Alice and Magna Terra Rajah-1980

Alice and Sally-Go-Lightly-October 2017
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have a horse unless she lost 15 pounds—a slimmer Alice got her first horse.  When she was first married she couldn’t 
afford to keep horses unless they paid for themselves, so she stood her stallion at stud and raised and sold his offspring.  
Most recently, at 84 when she wanted to buy a 3-year old unbroken filly, it was felt that she was too old to consider it.  
Not to be dissuaded, she purchased the filly, and had her trained by Jennifer Weber.  Two years later at 86, she showed 
the mare, Katama, at one of our schooling shows with a very successful winning performance.   What was that about 
being too old? 

What are her dressage goals for herself and her horses in 2018? Her goal for Katama in 2018 is to ride her in a 
freestyle.   She is also looking forward to watching the progress of the two mares, Sally-Go-Lightly and Believe WS, that 
we recently purchased, considering them some of the best horses she’s ever owned or had in the family. 

What fact do very few members know about her? A few people know,, her first boyfriend was John Derek (film star 
and late husband of Bo Derek). She rode horses all over the Santa Monica hills with him, and she adds “he was very 
handsome”. 

Alice and Katama-November 2018


